Spring 2011

End of an Era

Spring convention says goodbye to Peoria
by Craig Rigg

April is the cruelest month. So says the poet T.S. Eliot. What with killer storms
racing through the Midwest, power outages at the contest venue, a TOPS convention elbowing barbershoppers into a tiny back room for registration, this last full-blown convention in downtown Peoria was fated to go out with a whimper rather than a bang.
Start first with the news that the era of Peoria as the single convention site for the
Illinois District is over. After 29 years and 52 conventions, the Illinois District board has
started looking elsewhere for viable and affordable sites. Next fall, we’ll be meeting in
Bloomington, with the convention hotel being the Double Tree out on Veterans Parkway
and the contest performances uptown at the exquisite Bloomington Center for the Performing Arts. The following spring, we’ll return to Peoria, but the contests will be held at
a new performance center called Five Points in Washington, a few miles east of Peoria.
More about future convention sites later.
Friday Fright Night
For those who arrived early Friday, the
district held its House of Delegates meeting at
the Pere Marquette Hotel. Outside the meeting room, conventioneers could usually find a
busy registration table, but this year a TOPS
convention was also being held in the same
hotel, and they had priority on some of the
floor space and meeting rooms. But near the
escalator was poised Jeff and Marsha Bowyer,
he with the ever-present sheaf of raffle tickets,
and she with her latest stained glass creation,
donated as a fundraiser for IDAH. The raffle
raised over $1,500 dollars and the eventual
winner was Kevin Deets from Sterling-Rock
Falls.
For the second time, the contests were
held at the Scottish Rite facility, four blocks
from the headquarters hotel. The Civic Center Auditorium has priced itself out of use for
our contests, and nearby contest sites don’t
exist. The temple is the closest available op-

Marsha Bowyer designed stained glass
creation raffled to raise
funds for IDAH
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tion with a stage big enough to hold choruses, with an auditorium large
enough to seat a full-blown convention audience, and with a willingness to host us. However, lighting and sound left a lot to be desired, as
well as handicap accessibility, which explains why this facility will not
be used for any future contests.
To continue the “fated” theme for this convention, consider
that only 13 quartets had signed up to compete, one of them from out
of district. Thirteen. Now, this contest was designed to select the Illinois District representative(s) to the international contest in Kansas
City. Absent was current district quartet champions After Hours, but
they had competed in another district two weeks earlier — and qualified! And word has it that another district champion Off the Record
likewise may be competing out-of-district at a later date. Because of
the sparse number of competitors in this semi-final round, with one
quartet not counting for district scores, Contest and Judging Chairman
Wayne Wright decreed that all competitors would advance to the finals
Saturday evening.

President’s Reception — top to bottom
Gadzooks, Take Note, Rush Street,
After Hours, Anthem

President’s Reception
After the contest, conventioneers attended the President’s Reception in one of the smaller rooms of the hotel, in fact, one of the
rooms often functioning in the past as the buffet/bar area. In keeping
with declining revenues, refreshments are no longer a part of the reception plan. Fifteen years ago, huge repasts were made available, with
hot food buffet lines, free beer, and lots of table munchies. The headquarters hotel often created a convention theme and had hotel staff
dressed accordingly. They even hired groups to entertain — once a
ballroom dance orchestra, the OK 4 quartet, ragtime piano players,
even the Sweet Adelines Heart of America chorus Sadly no more.
At least the singing remains, and that’s why we’re there, right?
Five quartets ascended the modest stage. Soon-to-be Seniors Quartet
champions Gadzooks sang first, followed by past Seniors Quartet
champions Take Note. Then came our out-of-district guests — Anthem — from the Cardinal District. When a quartet competes out of
district, that usually means they have expectations of scoring enough
points to quality for international. That also means they’re probably
pretty darned good, maybe the best quartet in the field. Anthem certainly didn’t disappoint. With a smooth, crisp, controlled, balanced,
mellow (I’m running out of adjectives) style, they lived up to their two
-song set in the semi-finals.
Then came our two Illinois District champions. First up was
2008 champions Rush Street. Every bit as smooth and in control as
Anthem, this quartet has developed a different sound with new baritone John Davis, whose vocal qualities blend well with Duane Fenn’s
rich bass and Mike Woods’s natural lead.
Following them came the all-too-hyper (ah, the energy of
youth) After Hours. A word about this quartet: yes, they were unable
to compete this weekend, and, yes, they sang at the President’s Reception. That’s because one of members made a special effort to be in
Peoria just to honor the traditional district champion commitment to
sing at the reception. No doubt these youngsters take their barbershopping seriously and are paying the price to become a top-notch
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Saturday Mroning B-flat singers
quartet. One can only hope they are able
to balance careers, families, and relocations to reach their potential.

B-flatters picking a
song and letting it fly

Saturday Morning Recovery
All during the evening, violent storms raced through the center
of the country, and Peoria suffered its fair share of severe weather. At
about nine o’clock Saturday morning, Will Thorndike announced that
power had gone out at the Scottish Rite temple, verifying Murphy’s Law.
Even so, several barbershoppers convened for another round of Tom
Woodall’s half hour of B-flat singing. Several groups clustered around
poster-size Barberpole Cat songs, just for the pure fun of singing. While the words differed, the tonic B-flat kept everyone pretty much in tune.
After a group picture of the singers, the morning sequed into a revival of the
SMAG fest held at recent conventions. The Saturday Morning Anything Goes “contest” is
open to anyone, to any number, to any type of musical performance as long as it’s in good
taste. Judges for the contest were Gadzooks, who willingly and openly took bribes and
other considerations from the competitors. Stan McMorris served as Master of Ceremonies, but he was in a bit of a quandary at the beginning because only one competitor had
signed up. But soon, other groups began to form, some almost spontaneously, and without
the least idea of which part to sing or even the words to the song. Even a couple of the
judges and the emcee were collared and asked to sing in a pickup quartet, indicating the serious unseriousness of this competition.
While the performance area was suitable for the “fest,” the competing TOPS convention did present a problem. Ordinarily, rehearsals rooms are available for choruses to
get in one extra rehearsal before the afternoon contest. However, all the rooms were
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Saturday Morning Anything Goes
(SMAG) Fest
Second Place — left
St. Louis Classics
Third Place — below
What Are We Singing 4?

First Place — Sound Opportunity

Quadraphonic 4

Oddities
Keyless Entry
Ed Chapman Quartet

Woodshed 4
version A
version B

Mike Testers and Judges — Gadzooks
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booked, so choruses had to “warm-up/rehearse” in the
alcove area across from the main desk. That meant the
choruses were out in the thick of the crowd, trying to listen
to director admonishments and tune to each other. Certainly a negative. However, being out in the midst of the
public offered some of the best public relations for our
hobby with a very appreciative audience. While we don’t
recommend such rehearsal facilities on a regular basis (one
wonders where we would have put the larger choruses),
this spring’s group of chorus competitors were able to turn
a hardship into an opportunity.
After the bribes had been collected and the scores
finagled, the ringers — er —winners were announced.
Leading the pack was Sound Opportunity, who competed
illegally because they’re a registered quartet. They were
awarded beautiful medals, designed by Dick Johnson.
Odds are they’ll probably be the judges at the next SMAG
go-round.
In all seriousness, the SMAG is an honest attempt
to get more singing opportunities available for converntioneers, along with the B-flat singing sessions and possible
resurrection of the Woodshedder’s Shed.
Chorus Contest
In one of the continuing oddities of the weekend,
nearly as many choruses entered contest as did quartets.
Fortunate for “Iron Will” Thorndike, the power came back
on in time for the contest, though one can only imagine
where we would have held two contests and a show had it
not. Since choruses were singing to qualify for the fall
contest, the numbers on stage were rather small, but 277
men did take the risers. Bureau County appeared only for
an evaluation, so their scores were not reported. After
some confusion among the contest administrators about
which choruses were “judgable,” Chicagoland West Suburban edged out Belleville by one point. Coles County,
Rockford Metro, and Lake County rounded out the top
five, all within a couple of dozen points of the winners.
Fifth — Brotherhood of Harmony (Lake County)

First — Chicagoland West Suburban

Second — Belleville Sounds of Harmony

Third — Coles County Barbershop Chorus

Fourth — Second City Chorus (Rockford)
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After the contest, the Illinois District Bulletin Editor of the Year
(BETY) was presented to Robert Nicodem, editor of the Chicagoland
West Suburban Pitch. Also announced were the chorus plateau winners,
the district small chorus champion, and the district chorus champion
(see page 8). Then the house had to be cleared to allow rehearsal time
for the evening chorus spectacular after the quartet contest.
Quartet Contest
Before the regular quartet contest, the district hosts a High
School Quartet and Ensemble Competition. This year, two quartets
from Barrington High School entered. Winning was After Shave, who
scored 735 points, enough to have earned them a ninth place finish in
the regular contest. And the second quartet Three Men and a Tenor
weren’t far behind at 730 points. A college quartet competition was on
the schedule, but the only competitor for some reason didn’t show up.
Thus, the Illinois District probably won’t have a college quartet representative at the international college quartet contest in Kansas city.
During the regular evening quartet finals, a couple of amusing
performances were staged by Gadzooks, who has to have one of the
most elaborate and ever-changing wardrobe collections of any quartet.
Friday evening, each man appeared in a boldly-colored suit; Saturday,
each man swapped out the jacket for sharply contrasting colors. Oh,
and there was one other change. Perennial bass singer Doug Smith had
stepped in for their regular bass who had committed to a major mission
trip to the unsettled areas in the Far East.
The other amusing performance was staged by Fermata d’Aria.
They fired their opening salvo Friday night with homage to a certain
fictional university noted for their imbibing of liquid spirits. They continued the theme on Saturday with crafty parodies of songs to continue
paying respects to an on-stage still and to brewing.
Entertainment aside, the purpose of this contest is much more
serious: earning the points to qualify for international takes hard work
and talent, not to mention a tremendous time commitment. In keeping
with the chorus contest, the evening quartet finals proved to be just as
tightly battled. Fortunately, Rush Street garnered 1853 points, 29 more
than needed to make the cut. Out of district quartet Anthem scored
1858. The remaining top five were Sound Opportunity, Cruise Control, True Blue, and Chord Sellers.
A significant award was presented while the judges were adding
the scores. Every spring, the district awards its highest honor — the
Award for Barbershop Excellence (ABE) — which recognizes exceptional lifetime achievement and service by outstanding members of the
Illinois District. This year’s winner is Jay Giallombardo.
Harmony Spectacular
To wrap up the evening and the convention weekend, a special
treat was afforded to attendees. Last fall, the district’s three largest choruses — Bloomington No. 1, Northbrook, and Chicagoland West Suburban — made an offer to incoming district president Mike Bagby of a
special show after the spring quartet contest finals. It would feature
Top five quartets (top to bottom)
each of the choruses individually and then collectively in a stage-packed
Rush
Street;
Sound Opportunity; Cruise Control;
finale, all as a fund-raiser for the district (yes, the show cost an extra
True Blue; Chord Sellers
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$10). President Mike
Bagby jumped at the offer, and thus was born
the Harmony Spectacular.
Aside from the
chance to hear the best
choruses in the district,
the program was also
dedicated to the memory
of Jerry McDonough,
past district president and
one of the founding forces in bringing district
conventions to Peoria.
His widow and family
were
present and seated
Bob Cearnal with Belleville’s Frank
Anthem — out-of-district competitors from the Cardinal District. They
Thorne Award for having the great- down front as the choruses scored highest in the contest with 1853 points.
est percentage of members regis- and the district honored
tered for convention
the works of this fine barbershopper and congenial gentleman.

Doug Phillips with Rockford Metro’s Small Chorus
Championship plaque

So what’s next?
For some, saying goodbye is never easy.
Peoria has been home for our conventions for
nearly a third of a century. From the simple
cross-the-street trips from the old Holiday Inn
(soon to be a Sheraton hotel) to the Shrine
Mosque (now a church), to a one-time contest at
old Peoria Woodruff High School, to the Civic
Center Auditorium, and more recently to the
Scottish Rite Temple, Illinois barbershoppers
have come to expect spring and fall trips to Peoria. But change is
John Miller — member of
inevitable.
international champion quarAs mentioned early, this fall we’ll be in Bloomington. But
tets Grandma’s Boys and New
next spring (2012), we’ll be back in the Peoria area but traveling
Tradition quartets serving as
across the Illinois River to the town of Washington and the incredi- international representative
ble Five Points Center and the Caterpillar Center for the Performing and master of ceremonies for
Arts.
the Harmony Spectacular
Go to the Five Points website
<www.fivepointswashington.org> for an unbelievable tour of what’s in order next spring.
Fall of 2012 has us traveling to downtown Springfield for contests in the Prairie Capital
Convention Center with hotels right next door. Then in the spring of 2013, we’re back in
the Peoria area at Five Points. Fall of 2013 sees us back in Springfield. At least, those are
the plans.
So be prepared for a totally different convention experience next fall, and to exciting growing pangs as the district seeks an affordable and enjoyable convention experience.

Robert Nicodem, winner of
Illinois District Bulletin Editor
of the Year for Chicagoland West Suburban’s Pitch
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Congratulations to the 2011 Award for
Barbershop Excellence recipient

Jay Giallombardo
For the past 36 years, Joseph “Jay” Giallombardo has been contributing to the Illinois District in numerous ways. In his early years in the district, he directed the North
Shore and Arlington Heights chapter choruses and competed with Grandma’s Boys quartet. In 1979, Grandma’s Boys won the international gold medal in Minneapolis. He has
been an active member in the Association of International Champions ever since.
In 1982, he was instrumental in forming the Northbrook New Tradition Chorus
and was the driving force in their rise to becoming a world class competing chorus.
Through the years, he provided modern, cutting edge arrangements, helping to shape our
art form as it exists today. Under his leadership, the New Tradition Chorus climbed the
ladder at international contests to win 19 medals and, ultimately, brought the gold medal
home in 2001, making the Illinois District proud. During these years, he has arranged/
directed the Association of International Champions Chorus at the international conventions several times and has provided outstanding barbershop arrangements for many of the
Society’s top quartets and choruses. He also became a leading Music judge and continued
to compete with quartets who placed in the top 20 at international.
He has served the Illinois District as Chorus Director Development Coordinator,
traveling the district to hold all-day seminars to give aspiring directors chorus directing experience. He also has coached many choruses and quartets to competition success. His
amazing talents have been a great benefit and a source of great pride not only to the Illinois
District but also to the entire Barbershop Harmony Society.
Nominated by Al Landry

Congratulations to these winners:

Plateau
Rockford 2A
Elgin 3A
Belleville 4A
Chicagoland West Suburban 5A
High School Quartet Champions — After Shave
Novice Quartet Champions — Harminators
Seniors Quartet Champions — Gadzooks
Ed Wilson Service Award — Gadzooks
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House Of Delegates Report
The semi-annual Illinois District House of Delegates meeting was held Friday afternoon, April 15, at the Pere Marquette Hotel. A quorum of delegates was present — 19 —
but just barely.
The meeting began with the usual song, approval of the agenda, and approval of
the previous HOD meeting minutes. Then, President Mike Bagby entertained reports from
each of the district leadership team, prefacing each with an introductory biography of the
presenter. Most of the reports are general and can be read on the district’s web site. However, some items of interest are worth noting:














Will Thorndike — Events, Convention Planning and Policy and Venue Committee —
reported on changes to the traditional contest sites for the next several years. The fall
contest moves to Bloomington; the spring 2012 contest is back in Peoria but the contest venue will be at Five Points in nearby Washington, Ill.; the fall 2012 contest is in
Springfield; the spring 2013 contest is back at Five Points in Washington; and the fall
2013 contest is back in Springfield. Thorndike is eager to seek solicitations from other
chapters and venues for viable convention and contest sites.
Secretary Mike Isely urged all chapters to ensure they are properly licensed for chapter
shows. All ASCAP and BMI licences must go through him. In addition, he urged all
chapters to get their officers listed on ebiz (the Society’s chapter roster site).
Tom Woodall announced that he is at work on next summer’s Parts and Partners Party,
most likely to be held in the Bloomington area, to be held on August 20.
Bob Cearnal, representing the Illinois District Endowment Assurance (IDEA) program,
urged all members to support the efforts of the fund to generate income for district
activities. To date, the IDEA program has contributed $2,642.50 to Chapter Support
Leadership Training (formerly Chapter Officers Training Seminar); $2,250 to support
Youth in Harmony events; and $772 in miscellaneous donations.
Don Smit was happy to announce that this year’s Illinois District Academy of Harmony
(IDAH) did not lose money; in fact, the IDAH account is $500 in the black!
Hugo Feugen, District Membership VP, indicated that a recent survey indicated that 56
percent of new members leave the Society within three years (37 percent the first year,
12 percent the second year, and 7 percent the third year). Obviously, attention must be
paid to retention once a new member comes on board.
District Treasurer Dave Cowen produced extensive spreadsheet analysis of district finances. He indicated that the district funds are beginning to stabilize now that we are
out of our obligations to the very expensive Civic Center contest venue. The costs
there have tripled since our first contest in the Auditorium.
Treasurer records
indicate that disbursements for 2010 totalled $74,220.02 against $76,212.62 in receipts.
For 2011, budgeted disbursements are $66,026 against anticipated $76,261 in receipts.
Ryan Killeen, a representative of the Society’s Harmony Foundation, spoke at length on
the scope of this program. He even dispersed rebate checks to several chapters based
on their per capita contributions. Of interest are some “numbers” he threw at the delegates:
19 — the age representing the most-recruited singers
5 — the number of chorus chartered who come from the Youth Festivals
35,000 — pieces of music donated to high schools
24,000 — number of scholarships given by Harmony Foundation since 2008
$3.2 million — dollars given to district and chapter music programs
7 — percent of Society individuals who give more than $1 per year (meaning 93 per
cent don’t give anything)
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International Representative John Miller spoke of membership growth during the first
quarter of 2011 with 13 new chapters chartered. He also spoke of a new Health and
Wellness video the Society will soon produce and of the very successful youth chorus
festival an midwinter convention. Miller also produced some interesting numbers
based on a recent marketing survey: seven percent of males between the ages of 18-49
would like to try barbershop singing, yet only one-tenth of one percent of that age
group are Society members. He said the potential for membership growth is certainly
there if we can find a way to pursue it.
Miller added that the recent Comcast acquisition of NBC might lead to a Comcast video-on-demand cable offering for barbershop music. This concept is very ten-tative.
Finally, he spoke of current CEO Ed Watson’s retirement and the interim CEO
search for his successor.



Bob Squires added a brief memorial for those Illinois District barbershoppers who
passed away since last fall.

Two important items arose that required motions and votes:
1. Bob Cearnal/Syl Wetle moved that the IDEA by-laws be changed to allow the
committee to meet at a more convenient time. Present by-laws state that the meeting
must be held “prior to the House of Delegates meeting,” but such a meeting is now more
difficult to arranging considering that the House of Delegates meeting has been changed
to early on Friday. Motion carried.
2. Don Davia/Earl Meseth moved that the Illinois District President be empowered to form a committee of chapter presidents to review the operations of the district.
Motion carried.

Want to see your quartet card
featured in Attacks & Releases
— for free?
Just send us a card — either by
mail or by pdf — and we’ll
feature it for as long as you want.
Heck of a deal, ain’t it!
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The Twentieth QCA Music Man Award
is hereby presented to

Jim Stahly
to recognize his many contributions
to the District and Harmony Society
as a quartet man, chapter
officer, music director, certified

T

he Illinois District Quartet Champions Association established the Music Man Award to be presented to
the member, past or present, who has contributed most significantly to the advancement of Barbershop
quartets in the Barbershop Harmony Society.

Jim Stahly joined the Society in 1957 as a member of the Bloomington No. 1 Chapter. But his initiation to
barbershop singing began when he graduated from the cradle to crawling around on the floor. As a very
young boy, Jim and his brother listened from the stairway to their dad, Forrest, a 64-year member of the Society, rehearse with the Melody Mixers in the living room, instead of being asleep.
Music in Jim’s formative years included piano and trombone lessons, along with singing in high school, college,
and church groups, but quartets were always Jim’s primary focus. While attending Illinois Wesleyan University,
his alma mater, Jim began his quartet resume as tenor in the Apollo Quartet. They sang on Bloomington chapter shows and in 1962 spent several months entertaining our troops in the South Pacific. His first registered
Society quartet was the Happy Timers in 1963, which lasted until 1965.

JIM STAHLY
Wayne Wright
Glenn Perdue
Ken Hines
Lynn Hauldren
Doug Smith
Carl Missele
Walt Martin
Chuck Sisson
Dick Kingdon
Ray Henders
Jim Foley
Bob Cearnal
Bob Squires
Jay Giallombardo
Joe Sulliven
Jack Baird
Tom Woodall
George Peters
Warren “Buzz” Haegar

His next quartet, which formed in 1966, became one of the Illinois District’s most popular groups — the Ideals.
In 1970, they won the coveted Illinois District Championship. Immediately after the Ideals formed, Jim left his
job at a Bloomington newspaper and went to work for State Farm Insurance — making all four members of the
quartet company employees. They sang for numerous company functions around the country including
groundbreaking ceremonies and employee recognition parties, and they recorded many soundtracks for company public service announcements.
Jim’s love of quartet singing continued over the next several decades, as a member of the following quartets:
Harmonic Plague, Sound Design, Two Young, Too Old, The Formerlies, Fifth Avenue, and Seniors.com
His talents weren’t limited to singing: he was made an assistant director to Glenn Perdue in 1970, then director
in 1982. In 1990, he shared director duties before retiring three years later. He was chapter president in 1967.
Today, he sings in the Sound of Illinois chorus, heads the nominating committee, and helps manage the chorus
website.
As an administrator, he served as Vice President of Marketing and P.R. for the Illinois District in the 1990s.
Jim was on many IDAH faculties and was Central Division Barbershopper of the Year in 1987. He is a member of the district history committee and assists in the Youth in Harmony (YIH) program. At the Society level,
he served as a certified arrangement judge in the 1980s. For over 20 years, Jim did many quartet and chorus
arrangements, some of which are still being sung today. He holds a dual membership in the Bloomington No.
1 and Naples/Ft. Myers, Fla. chapters (where he is a “snowbird”). He also is very active in his “Southern”
chapter in Florida.
In 1992, Jim was on the QCA Music Man Committee, helping select Warren “Buzz” Haegar as first recipient
of the award. Now, Jim is a member of this select group.
The QCA is extremely proud to acknowledge him as the 2011 Music Man winner.
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Barbershop
makes impact at
Illinois Music
Educators convention
by Craig Rigg

Rich Hansen (left) and Michelle Adams (right) —
coordinators for the barbershop booth at the Illinois
Musica Eductors Convention
——————————————————————————

There’s a gold mine just waiting
to be tapped. It’s tat he Illinois Music
Educators conference in Peoria held in
January. Over a thousand of the state’s
most talented high school and collegeage instrumentalist and vocalists converge on the Civic Center for several
days of workshops and performance.
And the Illinois District Barbershop
Harmony Society is smack dab in the
middle of the action, thanks to one of
the best YIH programs in the country.
I had heard about the conference for several years. In fact, members

of the Peoria Chapter, most notably led in the
past by Ken Krancher, have kept me informed
of their efforts to make visible and audible the
barbershop style. So, I took a little trip to Peoria last January and checked out what was going on. What an eye-opener!
While the Civic Center has pretty
much priced itself out of existence for the Illinois District as a performance venue, that’s
not the
Michelle and Terry Adams, hard-working case with
barbershoppers who arranged and
the music
manned the booth
Sound Opporunity
educators. Not only do they book the auditorium,
selling a little sizzle to
but they fill the conference rooms, the exhibit halls,
an appreciation trio
and literally take over the floor of the Civic Center
Arena. One of those exhibit halls was filled with vendors and displays from music companies, music
schools and college/university music departments,
fundraising entities, computer/audio equipment, even
branches of the military and their music opportunities. Unfortunately, the non-registered public was not
permitted to browse in this area except for a two12

hour window on Saturday. But when the door keepers
welcomed all visitors, the hall was soon packed.
Weaving through the crowds, listening to the
pitches, sampling some of the freebies, I soon worked
my way to the end of the hall. Right on a busy corner,
taking up a double space, was the barbershop booth,
jointly operated by the Illinois District and by the Region 5 Sweet Adelines. Positioned right next to the food
court, the booth offered a sleek, photo-filled display of
our Youth in Harmony opportunities throughout the
state.
Thanks to YIH Chairman Rich Hansen and to
Terry and Michelle Adams, the barbershopping booth
saw a steady stream of visitors, many of whom had
questions and took advantage of some of the free materials. Best of all, some visitors at the booth — students,
music educators, and parents — got to see and hear district champion quartet After Hours on Thursday and
Sound Opportunity on Saturday. Clearly, these musical performances attracted lots of serious listerners.
Of course, Rich and his committee throughout
the state have been instrumental in presenting serious
barbershopping opportunities for thousands of Illinois
students over the last 10 years. And now, thanks to
Bloomington barbershopper Terry Adams and his wife
Michelle, member of the Vermillion Valley Show Chorus Sweet Adelines, efforts to attract younger singers as
well as their educators has gotten kicked up a notch.
Of course, only time will tell if the seeds planted
in this fertile garden of musical talent ever bear fruit in
terms

Illinois District Barbershop Harmony Society and Region 5 Sweet Adelines booth at
Peoria’s Illinois Music Educators Conference

Sound Opportunity at the
IMEA booth

of developing singers for our
chapters. But the word is getting out to a younger audience
in ways we need to cultivate (to
extend the metaphor).
Much of the success for
the event goes to the hard physical work of Michelle and Terry
Adams. They printed hundreds
of photos, designed the booth,
and hung around for hours answering questions and spreading
the word. Next time you see
them, give them a big “Thank
you!” for bringing barbershopping to a younger audience.
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IDAH takes turn to the north
by Craig Rigg

Seems as if barbershoppers in the Illinois District just love to give the Jeff
Bowyer and Don Smit a hard time. In the last ten years, IDAH has been held in a
church in Bloomington, at a future convention headquarters hotel — the Double
Tree — in Bloomington, at Springfield, and at the usual spots in Peoria. Attendance has been declining, even with top notch outside quartetting talent as coaches
and performers. So this year, Jeff and Don decided to honor the requests of many
Chicago area barbershoppers and move IDAH up to the urban confines.
The site — Techny Towers, a conference and retreat center located in
Northbrook — was designed to appeal to Chicago-area barbershoppers, many
within an hour’s drive from the location. Yet, just a few weeks before crunch time,
only about 40 guys had registered. So much for moving a district event up to the
Chicago area.
However, good news is that an all-out blitz by district officials enticed about 60
more to show up, thus giving Jeff and Don, not to mention district treasurer Dave Cowen,
a bit of breathing room. Eventually, about 125 guys, including faculty and coaches, settled
in to the welcoming confines of
the former seminary for the Society of the Divine Word.
To cut down on costs,
IDAH was designed to be a oneday event, starting Saturday
morning at 9:00 and wrapping up
in the evening with a parade of
quartets. While this might seem
a far cry from the full weekend
IDAH back in the late 1980s, the
curriculum was packed with plenty to keep attendees busy.
Still, a special event was
planned for Friday evening. Steve Shannon, one of the Society’s motivators for chapter and chorus development, gave a
special presentation to several chapter music leaders on how to create a better chorus environment. Labeled “Success Secrets for Directors of Small Chorus,” discussion centered on
how to get members to make a more serious commitment to the chorus. According to
Shannon’s track record, setting high performance standards and membership participation requirements in fact
may be more effective in growing a chapter.
The general sessions began the next morning,
after a hearty breakfast. In fact, the food was one of the
highlights of the day. Three primary courses were made
available. Steve Shannon continued his chapter management seminar with two sessions: “How To Have the
Chapter You Really Want” and “How to Have a Great
Chorus Without Competing.” Dan Signor returned to
conduct a demanding but enriching vocal production
course. He worked with about a dozen singers as well as
with the Brotherhood of Harmony Chorus from Lake
County. Making an eight-hour drive up from the St.
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Coaches working with some of the quartets (top to
bottom: Rik Johnson with Rush Street; Rich Knight
with After Hours; Ron Rank with Chordsellers; and
Tim Pashon with Chordmasters.

Louis area was master arranger and historian David Wright, along with Bob Cearnal,
Rik Johnson, Rich Knight, and Gene Spilker. Once again, Wright enthralled his wellattended class with the history of our hobby
and its musical evolution. Workshops were
also available for chapter secretaries and
treasurers, but neither was well-attended.
The rest of the student body consisted of two groups: 10 quartets met in
four two-hour sessions with individual
coaches and the Lake County Brotherhood
of Harmony chorus. Both sets of singers
got some intensive workouts.
In the past, IDAH attendees have
had the opportunity to learn at least one,
perhaps two, new songs. Such was not the
case this year. Focus was placed on tag
singing, with Dick Kingdon, Hugo Feugen,
and Steve Shannon each taking turns at
teaching a new one.
For the evening show, four quartets
still have some oomph left to sing a song:
Chordmasters, Chord Sellers, Convertibles, and Midtown Sound. They were followed by past district quartet champions
Rush Street (2008), Off the Record
(2009), and After Hours (2010). To wrap
up the evening, the three “champs” quartets
combined forces on a rousing version of
“Sittin’ on Top of the World.”
Right now, Jeff and Don are putting
their heads together to plan next year’s
IDAH. The Illinois District’s music school
has a long history, going back decades to
HEP-schools and then booming in the
1990s down in the silo at Champaign. But
economics, declining membership numbers,
and perhaps over-saturation of district and
Society events have taken their toll on keeping the struggling IDAH program on her
feet. However, at the recent district House
of Delegates meeting, Don Smit was able to
announce that IDAH turned a profit this
year, ending up about $500 in the black.
While that’s good news, both he and Jeff
Bowyer would be happy to forego the antiacids with a healthy dose of preregistrations at next year’s IDAH, wherever
it might be.

Coaches
Roger Lewis
David Krause
Dick Kingdon
Ron Rank
Rich Knight
Rik Johnson
Terry Ludwig
Bob Cearnal
Tom Woodall
Tim Pashon
Gene Spilker
Bob Squires
Quartets
After Hours
Chordmasters
Chord Sellers
Convertibles
Cruise Control
Gadzooks
Mid Town
Sound
Rush Street
Fermata d’Aria
Side Streetz
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Steve Shannon chapter management class

Dan Signor vocal production class

Off the Record serenade Techny Towers receptionist

Bob Squires Friday evening pep talk

IDAH
Retrospec ve
A glimpse at the classes, the quartets, and
the special
moments

Quartets (top to bottom)
Chordmasters
Chord Sellers
Convertibles
Midtown Sound

Champs perform (top to bottom)
Rush Street
Off the Record
After Hours
All Champs Chorus
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Historical notes
by Bob Squires

Illinois District Historian
Our most recent news first. Believe it or not, the time arrived when we actually
outgrew our storage area in Crest Hill. We have moved all of the historical materials to a
larger storage area where I can work and move around with more freedom. The larger area
will provide easier access to documents, photographs and materials that will aid in creating
projects or updating our historical data.
My continued thanks to our most valuable member, Frank Fabian. Frank continues
to be a reliable resource, as well as a dependable worker in transferring data photographs and
audio and video materials for the archives.
Contributions arrive at various times, sometimes from unexpected places. With the
recent passing of barbershop legend, Jack Baird, several old photographs were donated to the
district by Jack’s family.
We are lowly edging towards the completion of our contest audio reel-to-reel transfer.
This huge project has two people, Frank Fabian and Morris Huck,at work on the project. A
slow, but rewarding process.
In my last report I reminded the board about the Barbershop Harmony Society’s 75th
anniversary,which will take place in 2013. I have started a project to re-write and update our
district history with hopes of having it published for our members and placed on our district
web site.
Speaking of our district web site, I have requested that space be provided on the site
for the inclusion of various items of historical significance. Contest results, chapter histories,
snippets of past quartet and chorus champions, etc. I can see the advantage of providing a
resource for our district members, as well as other Society members.
In closing I would also like to thank Dickie Johnson for his help in the restoration of
many photos and documents.

C&J Update
by Wayne Wright

Contest and Judging Chairman
Judges from our district have also been assigned for service:
CA/ACA:
MUS:
PRS:
SNG:

Don Leonard - NED & INTL
Dave Cowin - CSD & FWD
Jay Giallombardo - MAD & CSD
Raymond Schwarzkopf - PIO & MAD
Wayne Wright - MAD & MAD (div)
Tom Woodall - DIX, SWD(div) & MAD(div)
Tim Woodall - NED, JAD & MAD(div)

The Illinois District has three applicants for the judging program with two from the
Northbrook Chapter, Greg Caetano in Presentation and Robert McClerren in Singing; and
Jim Bostick from the Belleville Chapter in the Contest Administrator category.
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34th Annual
Rod Hupach
Brat Bash

Tuesday,
June 7
sponsored by the Joliet Chapter

Site: American Legion
15052 Archer Avenue
Lockport, Illinois
Everyone is invited —
chapters, quartets,
and Rod Hupach look-a-likes

Contact Tony Mehock at
armsr8448@comcast.net
for more information
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Lynn Hauldren: The Empire Carpet Man
and one of Illinois District's most
recognized barbershoppers
April 1, 1922 - April 26, 2011
by Dickie Johnson
rwalterjohnson@comcast.net
For a little guy, Lynn was a huge presence and he will be sorely
missed. What a sight it must have been -- Lynn and I on a bare stage, in
our scrubs, trading jokes between surgery. We’d exchange roles of straight
man and story-teller with ease; and how he loved that part of the show.
Three hundred pounds of “chief surgeon” bantering with that tiny slip of
a “gas-passer.” He just gobbled that up. In jest, more than once he’d say,
“We don't really need those other guys.”
He had a clever, refined, and funny way with words -- and they
rhymed wonderfully. In the birthing days of Chordiac Arrest, we could
barely force him to “quit writing” -- as soon as we’d memorize a line or
two he would come up with an even funnier line. And, those words had
to be a perfect parody; not only matching the original song’s rhyme
scheme but more often to take a diametrically opposed view on the original song writer’s story. I will not soon forget his take on Boston Common’s haunting line “Forgive Me, I didn’t mean to make you die, I sliced
you, (it’s not nice to)…” as we sang pathetically over the corpse of our
recently departed tenor. True genius.
He was a barbershopper long before he became the “Empire
Man,” but he was instantly recognized in every airport we ever chanced to
walk through. Here we were, Chordiac Arrest — International Medalists
mind you — and yet strangers around us would be singing
“five-eight-eight, two-three-hundred, Empire!” It kind of brought us
down to earth with a thud every time.
A few of us happen to know that Lynn is actually singing two of
those four parts of that world famous jingle. Lynn, after all, not only
wrote those “stunning lyrics” (just think of it -- 588-2300) but he also
concocted the arrangement -- two fingers left hand, and two
fingers right hand, on his piano, till it was just right -- leaning heavily on
the sixth of the chord.
But, when they laid down the tracks at the recording studio, one
of those “parts, unnamed” wasn't quite doing it to Lynn's satisfaction, so late one night
they dubbed over the offending voice with his own, and nobody was the wiser.
Lynn’s was the concept of going into a contest for the fun of it, singing funny lyrics, and putting on the judges; and it blossomed into twenty years of twice-a-month gigs all
over the world that will be long remembered by me and hundreds of audiences. And I am
grateful. Of all the voices that have departed from my cadre of quartets over the last fifty
years, his is the one I will miss the most.
View the Chicago Tribune's article on Lynn Hauldren
http://www.chicagotribune.com/features/obituaries/ct-met-hauldren-obit20110427,0,6022542.story
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